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UNBXD meets its, Revenue Objectives 
with AI-Driven Forecasting
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UNBXD's achievements with 
Clientell in just 90 days after 
going live

Forecast Accuracy

Contacts saved automatically

Rep Bookings

Sales Conversion Rate

Non-sales activities

95%

29%

17%

1.6X

15 hours

getclientell.com

Founded in 2011, Unbxd offers an AI-based infrastructure that 

makes digital commerce, and product discovery intelligent and 

scalable. Trusted by 200M+ unique shoppers spread across the 

globe, it is facilitating multi-million dollar revenue upliftment.
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Large organizations’ revenues are heavily influenced by the RevOps technology they use. 

Decision makers either:

The data they analyze is faulty and incomplete

or

Are completely unaware of the frontline activity
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Crucial business decisions demand a high level of clarity and execution. Inhouse RevOps 

technologies and procedures can make or break the Financial health of the business.

Dynamic deal activity signals and intent 
indicators over just traditional KPIs.
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Challenges:

Powered by Salesforce, Unbxd relied on traditional and messy methods like Sheets to 

keep track activity in their focus opportunities and optimize revenue. The risk associated 

with the engagement and deal activity was not captured. The static context-less KPIs 

that were tracked using internal rule-based models never gave a holistic picture.

Unbxd heavily relied on static Salesforce dashboards without ever analyzing the risk 

associated. Thus the decrease in opportunity risk transparency coupled with no sales 

intelligence threatened to impact their revenue negatively and derailed the growth 

trajectory considerably.
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before and after:
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Solution:

Unbxd partnered with Clientell after vetting different RevOps solutions. Decision makers 

now receive deeply contextual activity intelligence adapted to their sales processes using:

Clientell uses Predictive leading indicator-based AI projection models coupled with NLP-

based models that mine the context in deal activities spread across the user’s tech stack. 

This allows the quantification of engagement and forecast risk associated with each 

deal. It is incorporating outcomes from activity intelligence and sales coaching, that go 

much beyond what’s available in native Salesforce Applications.



Unbxd also uses forecasting and workflow automation tools, Clientell Tracktable chrome, 

and LeadPro LinkedIn plugins to drive its business objectives.

We have all the engagement, activity related data at our fingertips. Thus 

our decisions are more informed about account segmentation and territory 

planning, Clientell enabled this for us. We could examine risk factors that 

were not considered before or not even captured.

Pavan Sondur, CEO

UNBXD

Predictive 

AI models

Contextual 

Machine Learning

Natural language 

processing
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Out-of-the-box results

Unbxd is now geared up to leverage the Clientell platform further, focussing on a couple 

of other use cases forecasting and pipeline analytics for users across their Organisation, 

through advanced analytics & insights, AI models, and ridiculously easy-to-use 

solutions.
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ClientellAbout 

Clientell is an AI-powered Effortless and customizable 
platform to diagnose, optimize your pipeline and 

workflows.

support@getclientell.com

Book a demo

500 Terry Francois St San Francisco, CA 12345

Contact us:

getclientell.com

Search for opportunities & users...

Roll-up view

Dashboard view Target PacingRoll-up view

Closing in : Current Quarter (Q2) Users : All

Forecast Process : Current week cadence number

Submit Forecast

Representative

Neil Sarkar
Chief Business Officer

Arif Khan
Sales Manager

Benjamin Britt
Sales Manager

Corey Chase
Sales Manager

Hema Malen
Sales Development...

Aryan Tripathi
Sales Development...

BOOKED

$48,302,000

12 deals

+ $10k

$12,302,000

4 deals

+ $10k

$14,202,000

4 deals

+ $10k

$13,222,000

+ $10k

$6,001,000

4 deals

+ $10k

$2,961,000

4 deals

+ $10k

COMMIT

$8,660,000

10 deals

+ $20k

$7,720,000

4 deals 6 deals

+ $20k

$720,000

2 deals 4 deals

+ $20k

$460,000

+ $20k

$1,250,000

2 deals 2 deals

+ $20k

$6,160,000

2 deals 1 deals

+ $20k

BEST CASE

$12,210,000

$11,100,000

$100,000

$220,000

$9,595,000

$790,000

19 deals

- $10k

- $10k

- $10k

- $10k

- $10k

- $10k

In Play

$73,011,000

32 deals

- $10k

$36,226,000

18 deals

- $10k

$18,226,000

8 deals

- $10k

$12,226,000

- $10k

$6,226,000

8 deals

- $10k

$27,415,000

7 deals

- $10k

Total pipeline

$93,881,000

61 deals

- $200k

$55,046,000

28 deals

- $200k

$18,946,000

14 deals

- $200k

$13,243,000

- $200k

$17,071,000

12 deals

- $200k

$34,365,000

10 deals

- $200k

Target

$125,000,000
39%

$55,000,000
39%

$25,000,000
39%

$35,000,000
39%

$20,000,000
39%

$22,000,000
39%

Manage Forecast

$ 38,640,000/-

Team call: 61M

54 of 61 deals

$

Team call: 8M

24 of 28 deals

$

Team call: 3M

10 of 14 deals

$

Team call: 24M

$

Team call: 1M

8 of 12 deals

$

Team call: 1M

6 of 10 deals

Submitted Forecast

$42,575,000

54 of 61 deals

Team call: 61M

$10,090,000

24 of 28 deals

Team call: 8M

$4,788,000

10 of 14 deals

Team call: 3M

$32,000,000
Team call: 24M

$2,000,000

8 of 12 deals

Team call: 1M

$3,022,000

6 of 10 deals

Team call: 1M

Glen Philips (manager) 

Deck updated

2/23/2022 10:00 AM

Sara Mathew (manager)

Remember to send the new deck

2/23/2022 10:00 AM

Client loves the new deck

2/23/2022 10:00 AM

Client wants additional inputs.

2/23/2022 10:00 AM

Letsss hurry up!

2/23/2022 10:00 AM

Messages & Notes MJ You

Write a message...

Roy Ken
Revenue Executive

Sara Hafiez
Sales Manager

10 deals

+ $20k

$7,720,000

4 deals

+ $20k

$1,250,000

mailto:support@getclientell.com
https://www.getclientell.com/

